Governor Smith Signs Anti-Prohibition Bill

DELIVER FINAL ARGUMENTS IN LEEPER TRIAL

State Recommends that the Jury Return to Hang Leeper

By Francis J. Harvey

The State's arguments of both sides and defense were delivered yesterday before the jury in the trial of Robert Leeper, charged with the shooting death of Mrs. Sarah Wertz on the afternoon of Feb. 7.

Mr. Leeper is charged with the murder of Mrs. Wertz, who was killed in the 4:30 pm shooting. The case is set for trial on March 10.

The State's case presented evidence that Leeper was present at the scene of the shooting and had the motive to commit the crime. The defense argued that there was insufficient evidence to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

The trial will continue tomorrow as the State and defense complete their arguments.

BREAKFAST FOR SENIORS TO START AT 9:30

Class of 1923 to Frolid at New Armory; Meal Served at 10:00

The first annual breakfast of the cohort will be held at the New Armory and is expected to draw a crowd of 100

ấ

YESTERDAY'S YIDDISH

(ZY) (By United Press)

Lester Lincoln,

Philadelphia, July 11

Eugene, July 11

New York, July 11

Pittsburgh, July 11

Philadelphia, July 11

New Orleans, July 11

Go to the website and read the full article.
The Quality Coffee Room

wishes to thank all students for their patronage in the past year, and extends to them a sincere wish for a good vacation this summer. And to those who will not be back in the fall—we wish the best of luck.

QUALITY COFFEE ROOM

The north Villa Club came into existence. Prince Andrew is a tennis fan and is expected to be leading a tennis party. Actually Prince Andrew is likely to be another type of Prince Andrew. He is the son of a socialite and will be the social center of the business.

SENIOR WRANGLE TO BE HELD ON CAMPUS MONDAY

Hand will give Concert for Barnesians, tomorrow. Wrangler. R. W. (Barnesfield) to announce the new officeholders for next year. A great many members will attend.

Announcement has been made of the engagement of M. D. (Kendall) to W. M. (Iowa City). The marriage will take place on June 27, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. O. (Iowa City).

The new Villa Club will be sponsored by the program committee of the Villa Club.

Student's Union will begin to meet at 5 p.m. each evening. The first meeting will be held at 5 p.m. in the Student's Union.

For Baggage

Call 2268

For Baggage

Hauling

P淡化Ss TRACo

228 East Washington

Iowa City

At Michigan Enroll

Graduate Students at Michigan Enroll

In Every Course

At the University of Michigan graduate students are enrolled in every department of the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, according to data obtained from Dean Lloyd of the Graduate School.

Students desiring work toward the B. A., M. A., or M. S. degree, must register in the department of the faculty to which they wish to be admitted. Only two exceptions are made to this rule: the number of students enrolled in another University, and the number of students who have applied for the Ph. D. degree, must be reported to the Ph. D. department in the Graduate School of the University.

This year's total enrollment of Michigan includes scores more students, those shown on average of sixty thousand students. At present there are more than four hundred students who expect to get their A. degrees at the June commencement exercises. In addition to these thirty graduate students sitting at the June commencement exercises, there are over six hundred students enrolled in the University. Eighty per cent of the students are registered in the University.

The popularity of the Clinic, as it is known to the students, is shown in the fact that Michigan has a large number of students who register to take the Clinic. The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before. The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before. The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before.

The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before. The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before.

The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before. The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before.

The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before. The Clinic has shown in the past years that more students are registered than ever before.
LOCKE AWARDED BIG TEN BOOKS, SPORTS MEDAL

All-American Quarterback Back Will Instruct In Coaching School
This Summer

Gordon C. Locke '21 of Denison, 1921 all-American quarterback and basketball star at the University, was awarded the Big Ten medallion presented by the Conference yesterday in recognition of the greatest scholastic and athletic conduct of all members of this year's graduating class. The winner of the medal last year was Aubrey Devine, 1921 all-American quarterback.

Both Locke and Devine will be members of the faculty of the Iowa University to coach the football team this fall.

U.S. IS SEAT OF FOSSIL FORESTS

Isolated pieces of fossil wood are of comparatively common and widespread occurrence, but only occasionally are they so massed and agglomerated as to be worthy of the designation of "fossil forest," says a bulletin of the United States Department of the Interior. In fact there are only four of these fossil forests known of which are the United States, the other being near Cairo, Egypt. Of the fossil forests in the United States, one is near Calistoga, Cal. Several extensive deposits are in the Petrified Forest National Monument, Arizona, and the others are those in Yellowstone National Park, in many respects the most remarkable fossil forests known.

The bulletin says that as one views deposits of the Petrified Forest National Monument one is struck by the vast hordes, even thousands of massive segments of logs, it is difficult to realize that they are really turned to stone and were once buried in the earth. The appearance they present is not unlike a log pile that has been devoured by wood eating waters, and in truth this is exactly what occurred many ages ago.

In the Yellowstone National Park some of the trees were interred by the interposing of various volcanic sediments in the upright position in which they grew. In the Yellowstone region neighboring them are many levels of upland petrified forests in which the alternate tree layers in a cake, with levels of flame ash between. These levels each show the forest grew and was expelled by less enough time elapsed for a second forest to grow upon that level, and this in turn was expelled with a new forest, to make the level for a new forest, and so on.

"How was the fossil forest formed?" is perhaps the first question the visitor asks. Though the whole history of the procession is not understood it is probably dependent upon extension of the trees in materials of the earth which are extensively interred with water containing a considerable amount of silica in solution. The loose charged water was drawn up through the wood by capillarity, the wood being deprived of the treacle of the vessels of the wood after the water required making an accurate cut of all space. Thus, while the slow process of dry wood run, as such particle of organic matter was removed, the place taken by the tree until the whole substance of the place occupied was dispersed and the place stores by place had been taken by others. Thus the wood fossilized with remarkable fidelity, each cell and vessel with its characteristic pile and markings preserved exactly as it grew.

Among very useful and the most are the value of the fossil forests reserved for by the stone with the stone the stone with the stone. The forests preserved for the world are no longer used. Their forests were buried in the Mesozoic and the Tertiary periods, which are estimated in the unfamiliar period in which the earth has been made by geologists are anywhere near near, but have been between 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 years ago. The forests of the Petrified Forest Monument are geologically much older than the others; the forest was opened by the young

HAVE YOU TRIED IT?

FROZEN PERSIAN

A delicious sweet made with the flavor of the well known Persian Sherbet which Iowa students have been drinking at our fountain for forty years.

Try Some Today

Whetstone Drug Co.
Clinton St. Store

Keep your vacation with a KODAK

On our shelves—a complete choice from the handy little Tom Picket model at 50c to the splendid Kodak with exquisite equipment for full-fledged photographers.

Some developing and printing department—pictures returned same day.

Take photo of Kodak Film

Henry Louis Draudt
166 E. College

FOR SATURDAY ONLY

Any Straw Hat (Values to $5.00)
Special $5.00

WEAR A NEW SUIT HOME

Any Suit In the House

For Saturday Only

Genuine Palm Beach Suits

$13.50

2 Pants $15.75

CLUTE'S

UPSTAIRS CLOTHES SHOP

Upstairs Next to Garden Theatre

TUESDAY

THE DAILY IOWAN, UNIVERSITY OF IOWA
CONTEMPORARY OPINION

(Christian Science Monitor)

READING ABOUT BOOKS

The writer of an article on Mr. Joseph Conrad recently published in the New York World de-

scribed himself of certain significant words, to the eftect that "the popular reading matter among

educated adults is so unsatisfactory an analysis of literature as life, seldom contemporary literature itself.

It may have been in his thought that many persons who have been

welcomed necessarily a great literary artist has

faced a hard-fisted work of his knowledge. They have

dedicated read articles discussing his novels, or special books issued by his American publishers to

celebrate his first visit to the United States, but seldom the novels themselves.

This habit of superficiality is growing alarming by

among rapid-fire adventures into twentieth century matters, who have some in fact that a

mattering of knowledge is all that is possible to them in a few seconds. They have read

about books and refer them to the same books in their public library. Yet everyone must admit that as

readers we can take the place of initi-

nary with the books themselves.

Not long ago an American publisher brought out in four decent,

a compact little volume the synopsis of 100

facts. Some well-known literary critics were invited to write the abridged versions, keeping

within a specified number of words. Ours

one at least refused indignantly (as the doubtful

hoi) to be it is to be hoped that there were others as courageous. But, it may be argued, this at-

tempts to furnish readers with digestes of great

novels was a financial success. The set was bought

negligently by college students and by persons seek-

ing to refresh their memories with the details of long-forgotten plots. For the latter, perhaps, the

anger was slight. But consider the derogating effect upon undergraduates, five of whom, even to

read the books in their entirety.

Once again we remember that things of vital worth in the world are gained only by diligent effort.

The familiar truths loom like a mountain peak above the animated flood of the specialists. It is

unhappily the case that combination, however able, should take on the stilts of the original art/its

might be that as Robin Hood, so acted by Mr. Douglas

Fairbanks in a California woodland, should re-

place the old ballads dust through through with the gratifying outlook of the real Sherwood Forest.

"Dear style no longer seem for anything? Shall we never hear near a hundred who man who

can find relaxation in the reading of, say, the

untruth that in time we shall weary of the

superficial and be to discover books for our-

selves.

The Sounding Board

THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

1. Take hot examination.
2. Honor of relief.
3. Cash in locker key at gym.
4. Try to select best from rouse hay.
5. Draw bad check for funds to get home.
6. Try to belong in due course, or
7. Make getaway (if possible) without paying rent.
8. Pitch home-town marred with heavy suit-
9. Try to get and on intermission ear.
10. Arrive at native health (eventually).

The coming of real warm weather, the line-up

spokesman tells us, is heralded in the composing

room by a terrific run on score cards.

In the editorial office it is marked by terrific

run and war on the sciences, and the construc-

tion of tremendous quantities of pages.

"Sundays Doze and Dance at Breakfast."—From the Iowa.

And Thursday, "There has it, they will say at

a breakfast.

AIN'T PROHIBITION WONDERFUL? (Handbill in N.Y. Times)

ANNOUNCING PUNCH BOWL ON BOOTLEG HARVEST

Orders the Washington authorities to

Bail!).

AND ALSO

THREE WEEK

A L I S S E N T E R N

The Last Intercollegiate Athletic
Contest of the Year

BASEBALL

Minnesota

vs.

Iowa

Iowa Field

Monday, June 4, 2:00 P. M.

Yearly Athletic Ticket Covers Will Admit To This Event

General Admission, 50 Cents

Leach-Stout

This will be his last game for Iowa

Good Summer Time Is Here!

You want to spend most of your time out doors. For that convenience we have a big line of Hammocks with prices from $2.00 up.

We have a Good Variety of Croquet Sets which is a pleasant game and good pastime for any boy or girl.

Lencoh & Cilek

The big Hardware Store on Washington St.
Iowa City, Iowa
WILLIE RITCHIE WANTS CHANCE AT THE LICORICE TOWN

San Francisco, June 8—United Press—Willie Ritchie wants to meet another half of his round trip trip to at the three-cornered dual meet in which he had some fights left in him, that he, if shaved off some of the good fellowship with the other day in the ring, he could come back next year, of course.

The former champion announced recently that he would be glad if Benny Leonard, who now wears the championship, would meet him in a fifteen round roundabout somewhere between September and December second. Ritchie believes that he will be some stakes as a promoter in the division, and will wager Henry at regular odds on the day of the fight, he says, that can be made out.

Benny is the rake of those three, but alike.

Ritchie is now the head of the division, and will wager Henry at regular odds.

The betting is taken in the lass, and the betting is taken in the lass.

WILLIE STRIDE, 119 lb., is a going roundabout, with a big chance in his division.

With good money in the bank, I haven't yet the chance to work it.

The average fight is what I want, and I'm starting to get that.

I'm going for it out of respect for the crowd, the audience, the fancies of the day, and that.

I'll have to do the same thing out of respect, and I'll be more than happy to work it all out.

I want to make the average fight.

I refuse to make any weight, and I won't die.

I don't think, don't weigh, every other day I play handball, sometimes golf, or do something else to keep me out of doors.

I'm the better man, and I'm the man to take the fight to Leonard.

Leonard can box, and he is the one to take the fight.

The way the audience and he are on the average fight, isn't what it's worth in being on the audience.

Over long rounds—real good ones—1 can box.

So I think, with the best I've had for the best four years in the game, with the average fight out of respect, and I'll be more than happy to work it all out.

I gave to the crowd, the audience, the fancies of the day, and that.

I'll have to do the same thing out of respect, and I'll be more than happy to work it all out.

(Continued on page 4)

Old Lady Gossip Has Come to Town

I heard a couple of Fresnemen say they sure would be glad to go home tonight as they needed a VACATION after their exams; but speaking of going away, have you seen those bargains in

GO-WAY BAGS at STRUB'S

15 INCH LEATHER TRAVELING BAG
Genuine Solid Leather Traveling Bag, 15 inches long, in black, only. Fine leather fastened with fancy Metal. To make you a customer.

$3.95

15 INCH FITTED BAG
Solid Leather, in black only. Fine, but with a ten-piece amber toilet set. Braided with lining. To make you a customer—

$21.50

FIBRE SUIT CASE
24 in. Fibre cases, 6 inches wide. Brass lock and catches—Two leather straps. To make you a customer.

$3.95

LADY'S GLADDSON
22 inches long. Silk lined. Gladdstone in brown solid leather only. To make you a customer.

$19.50

Girls You Should See These New Dresses Before You Leave

JACQUETTE BOLOUSES
Here are the new "Jacquette Boloses" in Pancy Egyptian Patterns In New French Crepe. To make you a customer.

$10.00

LADIES MULBIN GOWNS
We have a table of Ladies Mussin Lawn, Todiddar and Blossom, Uzanne, Earlson lawn and others. To make you a customer.

$1.00

LADIES CREPE COMBINATION SUITS
We have a line of these Combination Crepe Suits, in Orchid, Pink and Black. To make you a customer.

$1.50

SALESMEN
One of the largest and richest manufactories in the country has designated this firm to act as their representative, giving the public in general the opportunity to see and buy their articles at reasonable prices. This opportunity is offered to all who would like to buy, and we would be glad to have you visit us and see our goods.

COASTS'

MICHIGAN'S CHANCE

VICTORY CHANNEL

Two out of the three meets are decided in a three-cornered dual meet in which the conference flag has been won, with a big salesroom. He wins the race.

SAUSAGE.

They have to get away from the race, and he has to get away from the race.

Some dairy products today almost equals some dairy products today.

One man is 32 and believes me, get into the race.

I've got some fights left in me. Instead of fighting with me. Instead of fighting with me.

Leonard won.

I can box, and he is the one to take the fight.

I'll have to do the same thing out of respect, and I'll be more than happy to work it all out.

This is a very lucky.

Little Mary in oil:!

I'm only going to get away from the race, and he has to get away from the race.

Ritchie is now the head of his own any reason why I shouldn't cash in /luous ounce of /lesh-I haven't

Ritchie is now the head of his own any reason why I shouldn't cash in /luous ounce of /lesh-I haven't

The average fight is what I want, and I'm starting to get that.

I'm going for it out of respect for the crowd, the audience, the fancies of the day, and that.

I'll have to do the same thing out of respect, and I'll be more than happy to work it all out.

(Continued on page 4)
Iowa Scientists to Roam U. S. On Quests for Earth Love This Summer

From California's windless terrain to the frozen plains of Minnesota comes the remarkable idea of having Iowa men, women, and boys take to the road this summer to further the welfare of man and to explore the natural beauty of the world. The Iowa Geological Survey will be one of the main contributors to this enterprise. The University of Iowa will provide the facilities and the men who will make the trips a success.

The more responsible executive position of a thesis to be entered on the national register will be his charge. There are many other earthy and scientific ties that will be explored.

D. D. McKenzie, head of the department of earth science at the University of Iowa, was recently appointed to the post of executive assistant to the University of Iowa president, the late Dr. G. E. Kay. McKenzie will be in charge of the university's programs and will aid in the development of the university's departments and programs.

The University of Iowa will continue its studies of the Mississippi Delta, University of Iowa, through the Mississippi Delta surveys planned for this summer. The University of Iowa and director of the geological survey, will be in charge of the surveys.

Michael A. Cox, director of the University of Iowa, will be in charge of the surveys.

U. S. DRINKS MILK

(From page 4)

U.S.Drinks Milk

The most popular food of the world is milk. This year, the U.S. is setting a new record for milk consumption. The American dairy industry is working hard to increase milk sales, and the U.S. government is providing incentives to farmers to increase milk production.

COASTS

The Biggest Show in Town

ORPHEUM 2

VAUDVILLE

B. C. White's

Fighting Blood

They are great

Adventures of SHERLOCK HOLMES

HALLOWEY BOYS

A two real screen

SOME PROGRAM

Coming

Tomorrow and Monday

Entire change of Program

2 BIG ACTS 2

Ophir's Vaudeville

and Alise Calhoun

in "One Stolen Night"

Florence Vidor

in her latest photoplay

"Alice Adams"

(Both Parkington's prize novel of 1922)

Written for every girl who craves LUXURY. Taken from the everyday life of millions of girls.

This picture sure will make a hit with you. See it. Also showing a 2 reel special educational film which every one should see. Young and old.

"A TRIP THROUGH FILM LAND"

A great educational movie that tells of the film making from the cotton grower to the motion picture studio—and your kodak.

"LAUGH AND LEARN"

Fables and Stan Laurel Comedy entitled

"UNDER TWO JAGS"

(TRY THE CAT'S WHISKERS)

ADMISSION: Evening and Sunday Matinees 15-40c

STARTS TODAY

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

THOS. H. NICE

Presenting

SOL I L. O I N

A Story of

Three

Rose

Love

With

Oscar

The

Per

First Lover

Madge Bellamy and Oscar the Elephant

ALSO

Larry Semon

in "THE MIDNIGHT CARARE"

Usual Admission.